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4‘sects l the . ankles. 

rock-,may =be varied. “The pedals may Ábea‘djustedsothat 
«the‘toes point` straight ahead, ̀ to `the right or .to the left, 
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`Application‘September «16, 1955,*Serial No. 534,801 
11 Claims. (Cl. 12S-25) 

‘ ¿The present ‘invention relates to therapeutic exercising 
Mapparatus suitable for `people suffering from neuro 
muscular disturbances and diseases, such as multiple 
sclerosis, infantile paralysis, etc.; and particularly to‘ap 
»paratus «for exercising the lower extremities of the user. 

Y`The-primary object of ‘the invention is to `create an 
«apparatus which, ‘without requiring the user to .supply the 
Áenergy,‘shall `have the capacity to move the feet of the 
¿user through ankle tlexing cycles of various kinds. 

Viewed ̀ in another way, the invention‘may ‘be said to 
"fhave‘forlits objectto create ̀ an apparatus for `automati 
`cally. exercising the feet of user‘while the lattertis com 
fortably seated, or reclining on a table or bed. 

‘In‘carrying out my invention I employ two members, 
“thattwil'l herein ybe referred to as pedals, to which the 
«feet «of the user are strapped, together w‘ith mechanism 
‘torock‘them back and forth about la stationary axis; 
the arrangement «being such that the pivotal axis `inter 

YThe angle >through which‘the pedals 

and also so that ̀ for any given length of «angular movement 

of the stroke. 
The beneñeial eiîect‘in-:the use ofvmy apparatus isvnot 

.confined tothe feet‘and anklesvbu'tiextendsto thedegs 

._and, ¿to some :extent at least, lto theftorso` ofrtheuser. 
@Infone aspect the ̀ invention may i therefore `»be said to 

rbethe 1 discovery of a novel form ̀of exercisefor-feet.` and 
`other `parts through ̀ power ̀ manipulation n of the ~1Jfeetvof 
¿the user. 

«Further objects of the invention arewthe creationfofa 
movel, integrated, portableuapparatus 'that'.mayvprovide 
.a seatr‘for the‘user ̀ while exercising or penmit attachment 
¿ofthe essentialpart of the> apparatus to tlreì hed or table 
«on `which 'the‘user may lie; that ‘makeseasy shifting of 
»some parts rtol‘reduce the volumefor storing or shipping; 
that ycauses the apparatus to lbe held 'station-ary in @any‘posi 
tion on affloorand ̀ yet provides ‘rolling support ̀ when it 
«is «desired to .move the same; and ̀ that provides a „large 
frange of‘easily :made adjustments to‘suit the need »atrany 
` given »time of users `differing greatly in size. 

‘The ̀ various features of novelty which characterize my 
`invention `will `hereinafter `berpointed out withl‘partiou 
ylaritytin the claims; but, for :a full understanding` ofthe 
«invention aand ̀ of itsqobjects «and advantages, reference 
„maybe hadrto the followinggdetailed description‘ltaken 
vin connection 1withrthe accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. l is a perspective View of an apparatus embody 
ing a preferred form of ̀ my invention, showing a user 
seated therein for receiving therapeutic treatment; 
«Fig „2k is la top plan view‘of ̀ the.apparatus..shown in 

ìFig. l, folded for ̀ shipment or storage; 
`Fig. `3 is a` topplan ̀ view. showing, ‘on a .larger scale, 

`¿only` one ̀ end of the apparatus, ready ̀ foruse; 
Fig. 4 is a -side view of so much of the `apparatus `as 

appears in Fig. 3; 
l@Fig ..5 is arsectionron line-.5_5 `of Figwft, one „of ̀ the 
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pedals being shown in two positions, one in full lines 
land the other by broken lines; 

ïFig. 6 is a sectionon line 6--6 «of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 7 ̀i`s la'seetìomon a still‘larger scale, on line^7‘7 

5 of Fig. »4, but showingithe handle at‘the topr‘in a diifer 
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`ent position; 
Fig. 8 is a section on line 8-8 of Fig. 5','illustrating 

fthe ̀ means for securing a pedal to its immediate‘support; 
Fig. 9‘is a‘si‘cle‘view'on a large scale of the seat struc 

ture, only lact'ragment‘being shown; 
"FigïlO‘is ̀ a-section ̀ on line 10-10 of Fig. 9; 
Fig. 11 `-is a ̀ top‘plan view, with parts in section, of 

`the connection between one of the blocks 'that support 
~the_»pedals and the‘connecting rod for rocking that block; 

Fig. "12 is a~view of ̀ a detail, partly in section and on 
‘a‘ larger-scale, illustratingthe caster and its mounting .ap 
`pearing Áat the left‘end in Fig. 1 land at the right -in Fig. 
*4; and 

Fig. `1‘3 is la ‘.view, partly in elevation and partly in 
section, ̀ "illustrating‘means ̀ to attach the apparatus tota 
‘bed ̀ or table, `«after the seat-supporting `framing has heen 
disconnected. 

‘Referring »to the drawings, 1 is a rigid base or bed, 
`shown ̀ as comprising a ̀ sturdy longitudinal ‘bar‘2 fixedfat 
`its ends tosa pair of ̀ cross bars 3 and 4. Bar 3 is pro 
'vide‘d Àat its endswithshort legs 5, extending downward, 
and‘with ïfloor engaging shoes 6 on the lower ends of 
»these legs. ‘Bar ̀ 4 is provided at its ends with supporting 
l casters l7. 

AAt the middle of barß‘is a caster S, the stem of which 
tis »rotatably-supported in `‘aïpart 9 extending in screw 
»threaded «relation `to the `bar through `the same. 
t9 may "ber screwed up ‘anddown by means of ya handle 
¢i1ï0~on` its upper‘end. When the caster unit is in its upper 
.r-most position, ¿it is either out of contact with the `iloor 
tor, at least,` permits‘the shoes 8 to ̀ carry the load. When 
«the -caster‘unit‘is «screwed ldown, the shoes are raised off 
ßthe “floor 'and the‘caster ’forms the swivel element of a 

Part 

three point rolling support for the base. The base, casters 
¿and shoesfform a` carriage. 

i tRisingt-'from bar‘3 ̀ ofthe carriage‘is a vertical tubular 
frame 11 in the Iform of an inverted U the legs of which 
tare connected tof the bar near the ends of the latter. The 
„cross piece of «the 1U serves `as a handheld 1for Ípushing 

« the earriagei'fromrone place to another. 
`At ‘themiddle of the-carriage, namely, midway between 

`the‘rends of V‘bar 2, is .a socket 12. As best shown in 
fFig. 4, ‘aztubular‘post 141is fixed in and ̀ rises from the 
`socket; ‘thesocket and post being‘of much greater diam 
`eterthan the tubing _of :which‘frame 11 «is made. In the 
upper lend of this post is lixed a plug‘15. Surrounding 
the ipost is a :sturdy sleeve L16 provided at its lower 
»endiwith an ̀ internal‘rkey 17 which tits slidably in a ver 
Hticallslot i118 in the `wall-of the "tubular post; this slot 
`termlnating` a short distance below the top of the post. 

wFixed in the‘upper end of sleeve 16 and protruding 
`therefrom is a :block 19. ln‘the` under side of this block 
`is acentral, cyl-indricalpocket 20. Within the lower hal-f 
oftthis‘ipocket `is the‘cylindrical.` head 21 of a long screw 
22tthat~rextends` downfinscrewthreaded relation to sta 
tionary ̀ plugnlS, into the tubular‘post. A stern `24 rises 
`from screw head‘ï2`1 through the -top of block 19. In 
the upper half of po-cket‘20 is an anti-frictionbearingunit 
“25. "On the upper end ̀ of stem 24 is ya handle ‘26 for 
`turningthe same andthe screw. 

Projecting radially/„in ̀ opposite directions from the ex 
lpo'sedportion of block 19 are two stub-shafts 27, 27, each 
containing an annular` peripheral groove 28. These shafts 
serve as supports for tworectangular blocks 29, 29; eadh 
fshaft extending into one ofthe blocks at the center of one 
oftheaverticalsides. `Each :of these blocksismprovided 
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with a little screw 30 that enters the groove 28 in its sup 
porting shaft; whereby each block is prevented from mov 
ing lengthwise of its shaft but is free to rotate or oscillate 
thereon. ' ’ 

On the outer vertical sides of blocks 29, namely, the 
sides opposite those through which shafts 27 enter, are 
mounted members to which the feet of a user of the ap 
paratus may be secured. The immediate supports for 
such members are brackets 31, 31; each comprising a 
main central section 32, longer than blocks 29, and two 
sections, 33 and 34, extending laterally in opposite «direc 
tions from the ends of the central section. Section 32 
contains a slot 32a extending lengthwise thereof. Screws 
35 pass through long plates or washers 36, through said 
slots and into the adjacent sides of blocks 29. 

Section 33 of each bracket overlaps that end of the 
block facing rearwardly, namely, toward that end of the 
carriage at which bar 4 is located. A set screw 37 ex 
tends through this part of the bracket and contacts the 
rear edge or side of the block that supports the bracket. 

Section 34 of each bracket 31 serves as the immediate 
support for one of the two foot engaging members or 
pedals 38. The pedal may be simply a long rectangular 
plate having at one end a curved ñange 382l to serve as a 
rest for the heel of a user. As best shown in Figs. 5 and 
8, the pedal is placed in a more or less upright position 
against the front side of bracket section 34, with a washer 
39 intervening. A short bolt 40 passes through the pedal, 
the washer and the bracket and is provided with a knurled 
nut 41 on the rear side of the bracket; the bolt head 40a 
being seated in a depression 38b in the face of the pedal. 
The bolt is located only about one quarter of the length 
of the pedal from the heel rest, namely, a little below 
the level of the stub shafts 27. Each pedal is provided 
with two straps. An ankle strap 42 extends crosswise 
of and is fastened to a short piece of a wider, stiffer strap 
43, at one end of the latter. This short strap extends 
forwardly through the pedal just above flange 38a. Rising 
from the middle of the flange is a small pin 38c which is 
adapted to enter any one of a longitudinal row of holes 
43a in strap 43 to locate the ankle strap at any desired 
`distance from the sole-engaging face 0f the pedal. 
Strap 44 is secured to the pedal near the toe end so that 
it may pass over the foot of the user at about the base 
of the toes. 

Blocks 29 are adapted to be power operated. To this 
end a sturdy platform 45 is fixed on sleeve 16 near the 
lower end, so as to project forwardly from the sleeve 
and post assembly. On this platform is mounted a suit 
able electric motor 46. The motor may be provided 
with any suitable cord and push button (not shown) to 
permit connection to be made with any usual wall outlet 
and allow the user to control the operation of the motor 
by means of the push button. 
As shown in Fig. 6, power is delivered by the motor 

through a vertical shaft 46*l which drives a shaft 47 
mounted in and extending transversely through the plat 
form; power being transmitted from shaft 46a to the latter 
shaft through suitable gearing 48. On each end of shaft 
47 is a crank arm 49. A lengthwise adjustable connecting 
rod 50 is pivotally connected to each crank arm and ex 
tends upwardly to the block 29 that is on the same side 
of the apparatus. Each connecting rod consists of a cen 
tral tubular section 50a and two end sections, 50b and 50c 
screwed into the central section; one thread being left 
hand and the other being right hand. 
Each connecting rod is coupled to a second bracket on 

the corresponding rocker block 29. This is best shown in 
Figs. l and ll. As shown in Fig. 1l, a piece 51 is set into 
the rear side of block 29 and projects therefrom. The 
free end of the long arm of an L-shaped bracket 52 is fixed 
to piece 51 so as to constitute a rigid arm extending from 
the block at right angles to the common axis of stub shafts 
27. A long screw 53 extends through the short arm of 
this'bracket and yenters a bearing seat 54`in the'block. 
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The screw is rotatable but held against lengthwise move 
ment, and it has on its outer end a knurled knob or finger 
piece 53a. On screw 53 is a nut 55. A sturdy, round pin 
56 is fixed to the nut and passes through a slot 52a extend 
ing lengthwise of the long arm of the bracket. The outer 
end of this pin extends through a head piece 57 on the 
upper end of the corresponding connecting rod 50 and 
serves as a pivot pin connecting the rod and the bracket. 

In order that the apparatus may be used to the best 
advantage, it is desirable that means be provided to sup 
port the user restfully while exercising. That is the pur 
pose of the apparatus which will now be described. 

In Fig. l is shown an attachment for seating a User of 
the apparatus. This consists of two simple side panels 
60, a seat 61, and a back 62 for the seat. Each panel con 
sists of a single tubular frame, similar to part 11. Each 
frame has two horizontal tubular elements, 63 and 64, 
spaced apart from each other and connecting the legs of 
the U. The rear leg of each panel is provided with a shoe 
similar to shoe 6. 

Seat 61 spans the distance between bars or tubes 64 
and has thereon clips 65 that hook over the same. Back 
62 has hooks 66 that slip down over bars or tubes 63. 
Loose collars 67 (Figs. 9 and l0), slidable on members 
63 behind the seat and adapted to be locked to such mem 
bers by setscrews 68, serve to prevent the back from being 
pushed rearwardly until the collars are released. 
To facilitate assembling the seating attachment and the 

carriage of the power exerciser, I prefer to provide the 
rear bar 4 thereof with short posts 69, shown in Fig. 13, 
rising from the ends of the bar. These posts fit into the 
tubular front legs of side panels 60 and hold the two struc 
tures together, while permitting the seating unit to be de 
tached by simply lifting its front end high enough to clear 
posts 69. 

Providing the base with posts 69 makes it possible to 
connect a bed or table to the carriage for the power ap 
paratus, so that the user may lie on his back while under 
going automatic exercising. 

Thus, in Fig. 13, 70 represents one of two posts which 
are suflicient to couple the carriage for the power appa 
ratus to a bed. Post 70 comprises a tube 71 that may be 
slipped over one of the short posts 69 on the carriage, 
a long screw 71 extending down into the tube from above, 
and a nut 72 on the screw and resting on the upper end 
of the tube. The upper end of the screw may be pro 
vided with a Isimple fork 73 in which a cross piece 74 
,at the foot of the bed frame may be seated. After the 
‘carriage has moved close to the bed or table, with two 
'of posts 70 mounted thereon and positioned below cross 
lÍpiece 74 and in the vertical plane containing the latter, 
nuts 72 need only be turned to raise forks 73 high enough 
to engage the cross piece. The foot of the bed or the 
end of the table may be raised, if necessary, by further 
turning of the nuts. 
For shipping or storing purposes and, also, when there 

is no immediate need for the apparatus, the seat-carrying 
structure may be collapsed and be placed in the carriage. 
In such cases the back and seat members are detached, 
permitting each of the two panels 60 to be swung about 
the point of `its connection with the carriage through an 
angle of 180°, as indicated in Fig. 2. The seat 61 and 
the back 62 may then be set on the carriage just behind 
frame 11. When so folded or collapsed the apparatus 
ëccupies only one half the ñoor space as is required in 

1g. . 

Operation 

When exercising is to be carried out While the user is 
in a sitting position, the seat and back are adjusted so 
that the feet of the user will engage the pedals, with the 
legs straight or bent at the knees, and the feet are strapped 
to the pedals. 
When a user lying on a bed or table is to be given a 

treatment, the seat structure is detached from the carriage 
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’and the latter is coupled to the ̀ bedoi‘ ïtable occupiedlby 
the user. When the bed or tableì is much higher „than“ the 
‘seat which it replaces, the entirepower apparatus Jo‘n the 
,carriage may be raised, by turning-handle 26,'to15bring 
the pedals to the proper‘level, anditlie userïsr‘feet are 
strapped to the pedals. 

Thereafter the operation of the apparatus is the same, 
regardless as to whether the user is seated or lying down. 
The apparatus, once in operation, simply rocks the 

pedals back and forth. What is of the utmost importance 
is that yan indefinite variety of effects may be achieved 
through the many adjustments that may be made in the 
apparatus. 

' The bodily adjustments of the pedals from and toward 
4the axis about which they rock, by shifting brackets 31, 

 permits the feet to be positioned so that such axis inter 
sects the angles regardless of the size of the feet. 
The pedals may be adjusted so that the feet, as viewed 

by the user, may swing back and forth in parallel, vertical 
planes, namely as though they pointed straight ahead i-n 
walking; or the toes and heels may swing in different 
parallel, vertical planes, either with the toes closer together 
than yare the heels, or just the reverse. Th-is is made pos 
sible by the adjustable pedal mounting illustrated in Fig. 8. 
The angle through which the feet are swung may be 

Varied over a considerable range by lengthening or short 
ening of the lever arms through which the connecting rods 
50 -act on rocker members 29. 
The point in a vertical plane at which a toe, for exam 

ple, begins to move or ends a movement may be varied 
by adjusting the lengths of the connecting rods, so that 
the angle between a foot and the leg at the end of a stroke 
may be varied. 

It will be noted that each adjustment is independent 
of any other so that what is happening to one foot may 
be quite different than the treatment being given to the 
other foot. Thus each foot may be subjected to stresses 
best adapted to achieve a `desired result. 
As each foot is swung alternately back and forth, the 

forward movement places certain muscles in the corre 
sponding leg under tension, whereas, during the return 
movement other muscles are affected. The effect with 
respect to each foot of course varies according to the 
adjustments of its pedal and operating means. 
The user may wear shoes while exercising, so that all 

`references to the sole of the foot are intended to include 
the sole of a shoe worn on such foot. 
In the drawings the parts are so arranged that one 

k‘pedal pulls a foot forward while the other pedal presses 
the foot thereon back, so that one foot and leg are being 
stressed in one manner while the other foot and leg are 
being given a different treatment. While that is the pre 
‘ferred method of operating, the two pedals could obviously 
lfbe caused to move in unison. 

While the major benefits derived from the fuse of this 
automatic exerciser are received by the feet and legs, 
I have found that there is also some stimulating effect 
discernible in the body of the user. 

While I have illustrated and described in detail a pre 
ferred form of my invention and the manner in which its 
various parts cooperate, I do not desire to be limited to 
such details; but intend to cover all forms that come 
within the definitions constituting the appended claims. 

I claim: 
l. An exercising apparatus comprising a pair of mem 

bers mounted for rocking movements »about a common 
axis; a pedal connected to each of said members and hav 
ing a foot sole engaging surface parallel to and spaced 
a distance from said axis about equal to the distance from 
the sole of the foot of a user to the ankle joint, a radius 
from said axis at right angles to said surface intersecting 
the latter at a point about one-quarter of the way up from 
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the heel end of the pedal; a rotatable shaft provided with j 
two cranks; connecting rods each attached at one end to 75 

.one of ̀ the cranks ‘andjat' theotherïendto one ofsaidnieni 
bers; `«and means forl‘rotating said shaft. 

c2.` An exercising apparatus `«as fsettforth in ̀ claim `1, 
wherein means are provided to adjust the point of attach 
ment for one end of each connecting rod to vary the 
angle through which‘atpedallisfrocked~ 

3. An exercising apparatus was `set ‘forth `in claim l, 
`wherein the connecting rods are adjustable in length, `so 
that the‘inc'lination‘of `a‘fp‘edalto a'vertical _plane at'the 
end of a rocking stroke may be varied. 

4. An exercising apparatus as set forth in claim l, 
wherein the connection between each pedal and its sup 
porting member is «an element adjustable on the block 
transversely of while remaining at the same radial distance 
from the axis about which the pedal rocks. 

5. An exercising apparatus comprising a movable car 
riage, a column on and rising from the carriage, a power 
operated exercising unit mounted on said column so as to 
permit it to be shifted bodily into various positions length 
wise of the column, such unit including rockable pedals 
for attachment to the feet of a user, and means for attach 
ing the carriage to supports on which the user of the unit 
is seated or reclines. 

6. A foot exercising apparatus comprising a carriage, 
a power-operated unit mounted on the carriage `and hav 
ing pedals to be secured to the feet of a user, short posts 
rising from ‘one end of the carriage at opposite sides there 
of, and a collapsible structure meeting said end of the car 
riage for supporting such user; said structure including 
two side panels having in their lower ends sockets which 
fit over the short posts on the carriage, and detachable seat 
means 'between and connecting the panels together; and 
said panels being free to swing around the short posts 
through angles of 180°, upon removal of the seat means, 
to form sides for the carriage. 

7. An exercising apparatus as set forth in claim 6, 
wherein the parts that ‘are ñtted Ion the short posts on the 
carriage are adjustable lengthwise and are provided at 
their upper ends with means to be engaged with a struc 
ture for supporting a user to connect the same to the 
carriage. 

8. In an exercising apparatus, a carriage comprising a 
bed portion having at one end an upright in the form of 
an inverted U spanning the width of the frame, short ‘posts 
rising from the second end of the carriage at opposite 
sides thereof, two vertical panels, each containing a socket 
in which Ione of sa-id short posts is seated, extending away 
from the carriage parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 
latter, and detachable seat means extending between 4and 
connecting said panels together. 

9. An exercising apparatus as set forth in claim 8, 
wherein each panel is in the form of a tube of inverted 
U shape and two parallel bars at right angles to the legs of 
the U and ‘secured to such legs; land wherein the seat 
means consists of -a seat resting lon and slidable along the 
lower bars, together with a back detachably connected 
to the upper bars. 

10. An exercising apparatus comprising a support, two 
blocks mounted on said support for rocking movements 
about a common axis, a bracket mounted ̀on each block, a 
pedal mounted on each block and having sole engaging 
surfaces paralleling said axis, the mounting for each pedal 
including means to «adjust it angularly in its own plane 
about an axis |at right angles thereto and nearer the heel 
end than the toe end, means to adjust each bracket on its 
block to move the pedal thereon closer to or farther away 
from said common laxis, a power driven crank shaft, and 
connecting rods between said shaft and the two blocks. 

1l. An exercising apparatus comprising a support, a 
pedal mounted on the support for rocking movements 
yabout an axis parallel t-o and spaced apart from the plane 
thereof, a heel-supporting ñange at one end of the pedal, 
an ankle strap, an elongated supporting element for the 
ankle strap extending slidably through the pedal close to 
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the flange, a pin rising from the flange, said element con 
taining holes distributed ialong the same to receive the pin, 
and a toe strap on the pedal toward the other end of the 
pedal. 
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